NEWS RELEASE
September 19, 2014
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GILMORE GLOBAL INSTRUMENTS PURCHASES JONES
INSTRUMENT COMPANY (D.B.A. SCHULZE MFG.)
Houston, TX – Gilmore Global Instruments has purchased the Jones Instrument Company
(D.B.A. Schulze Manufacturing). Jones is one of the only manufacturers of mechanical flyweight
based tachometers in the world, and its products are heavily sought for use in both heavy duty
industrial and military applications. Full-scale production and distribution of both the tachometer
and right angle drive product lines is anticipated to begin in the first quarter of 2015. All
inventory and machinery has already been moved to Gilmore’s Houston facility, and the
production staff is currently training with former Jones personnel to ensure a smooth transition.
Gilmore hopes to both honor and grow the existing relationships between Jones and its
customers and vendors, and it will be systematically contacting as many current and prospective
customers as possible to organize and receive any orders for product that were not filled before
the production shutdown. All inquiries, purchase orders, and general questions regarding the
Jones product lines should be sent to Gilmore’s Sales Manager, Jay Woodruff
(Jwoodruff@gilmore-global.com). The target date to have all accounts set up and pricing
structures published is the first quarter of 2015.

Jones also manufactured a line of electric motors which has been sold to Essex Industries. All
questions regarding the electric motor line may be sent to Sr. Vice President of Business
Development, Evan Waldman (ewaldman@essexind.com).
GILMORE GLOBAL INSTRUMENTS was founded in 1950 and is a full service provider of
engine control and monitoring equipment. It manufactures and distributes a wide variety of
gauges, sensors, switches, control cables, wiring harnesses, and governors. Gilmore has also
specialized in the manufacture of right angle gearboxes and ratio adaptor drives since 1965. In
2010, Gilmore purchased the Reliance/MassTech company and is now the sole manufacturer of
MassTech right angle drives.
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